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In the day fo day existence that is Xd
University a myriad of emotions continuany
-,^ surrounds us. The faces around us show
I
smiles of happiness, frowns of
concentration and shades of contentment.
Though they last for moments, we h c ^ f
we have captured their permanenc«
these expressions.
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P 'University life is more than studying, more th^
* „,
pinching pennies, more than cramming fl
I
finals, and much more than grades. Tl|
r '*
learning process goes far beyond t |
classroom as we learn and grow from shari
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)PENING/9

m start preparing tor our weeKenas on
Monday mornings. Weekday activities
quickly become routine, while weekends
are made up of an array of activities,
each with its own special appeal. Diverse
personalities lead to diverse experiences,
providing a welcome change of pace
while blending to become a unique
mixti"^^
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LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL

14/STUDENT LIF

opposite page top left: Mke and Judy hecxi the
welcoming committee at The Norwood, top
light: And you thought no one noticed your condition Amy. middle left: Dave eyes the camera
as Eileen has a good laugh. l>ottom right: A
transfer student being initiated to one part of
Xavier life. Itottom /•f^:Miller time; and Please no
photographers, this page: top left: We can't all
be perfect, top left: Eric and Bill in a truly pensive
moment. t>ottom left: Good times at the Grill.
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THE CAMERA LURKS
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16/STUDENT LIFE
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opposite page top left: Smile for the
camera, top right: Who's this clown with
the camera? ttottom left: How dare you!
t>ottom right: Bill and his better half, this
page top left: Charlie open your eyes; it's
crawling off the plate, top middle: Maria
hard at work, top right: Tim relaxes with
the News, bottom left: Tony searches for
another date. t>ottom right: I'll buy a
yearbook if you take my picture.

AROUND CAMPUS

This page: Top left: Freshmen seem to be getting younger every year. Top right: Shouldn't
you be taking this picture. Right: Can you believe we're talking about feminine protection at
this Superbowl Party? Opposite page: Top left:
A study break in the Grill. Top right: Munchies!!!
Bottom left: Maisonette #2. Bottom center:
Time out for the ants to march through,

18/STUDENT LIFE

STUDENT LIFE/19

POTPOURRI

20/STUDENT LIFE

Opposite page: Top left: Gee, Tim, we didn't
know you studied. Top right: XaViet Ultimate frisbee team. Bottom left: Xavier Singers in Spring
Concert. Bottom right: The next step in trenching is . . . This page: Top left: Hurrying to eat at
the cafe. Top right: Nothing could be finer than
to eat Vic's diner, left: The Royal Lichtenstein
circus offers a study break during exam week.

STUDENT LIFE/21

SPRING BREAK '82

22/SPRING BREAK

...

Opposite page: Far left: Ancient Florida Pyramid discovered. Do these people look familiar?
Top left: Spring break at Krogers. Center:
Wanna go to Florida with us? This page: Lett:
Xavier Ski Club in Aspen. Below: Time to pose
before heading for Florida.

SPRING BREAK/23

GREEK WEEK XI

I

This page: Top right: A god(dess) to rival Venus.
Right: The only way to eat cafe donuts. Opposite page: center: Willy prefers his White Castles
sitting down. Top right: Winner of the Xavier
Grand Prix. Bottom Right:Super Joe starts off the
Greek Week Show.

B
24/GREEK WEEK

GREEK WEEK/25

THE GRASSER

26/GREEK WEEK

Opposite page: Top left: Greg passes the egg
to Monica. Top center: Jo Ann demonstrates
how to get the "Freshmen 10". Lower left: Kathy
sings at the Grasser. Bottom right: intense competition at the arm wrestling tournament. Top
center: Every arte's groovin' at the Grasser, This
page: Left: Bill woofs down another White Castle. Bottom left: Winning couple at the dance
contest. Lower right: Maria and teammate get
the signal!

GREEK WEEK/27

JUNIOR PROM

This page: At>ove: Dave and Jenny boogie
down at the Junior Prom. Yea! Top right: Hope
you have more fun next year. Right: Don't do
that again! Opposite page: Left: Staring at two
guys across the room. Top right:M sweeps Marti
off her feet. Bottom right: CHEERS!!

28/JUNIOR PROM

JUNIOR PROM/29

JUNIOR PROM

30/JUNIOR PROM

Opposite page: Left: Arthur Murray's relatives. Top right: Ooooh gross!! Bottom right:
John poses while his date acts natural. This
page; Top right: When the dates are away
the girls will play. Bottom right: First date.
Below: Do you know these two people?

SENIOR PROM

TMspage: Right: Joe lets It all hang out. Below:
Margie relaxes in her beau's arms. Below right:
One, two, three — smMe. Top left: Are you ready
for a dip? Bottomleft:H there!! Right:Brian says
that this is the only way to dance.

32/SENIOR PROM

SENIOR PROM/33

WASN'T THAT A PARTY?

This page: Above: Eddie and Harpo don't mind
sharing. Right: John yoddles as women look on.
Opposite page: Top left: Which one for the
yearbook? Top right: Shanker proposes a toast
for the photographer. Bottom left: Cathy
smacks her date when she gets wild on the floor.
Bottom right: Joe. Chuck, and Jerry kick up their
heels.

34/SENIOR PROM

CONGRATULATK>NS!!!

36/GRADUATION

After the exams and before relaxation
takes over, the graduation ceremony
takes place. Announcements hove
been sent; special friends and relatives
are in the audience. The mortor
boards are in place/the gowns
straightened, and the ceremony arranged by Registrar Robert Bolan begins.

GRADUATION/37

GRADUATION, 1982
A short introduction by Fr. Robert Mulligan started the ceremony. Bill Williams
spoke on the importance of education. Valedictorian Anthony Stentz
spurred unity among the class of 1982
through his retrospective address.
Then followed presentation of awards
and distribution of diplomas. With the
Field House still ringing with Alma Mater,
Xavier, the graduates leave with fond
memories and enter into the rea
world.

38/GRADUATION

GOOD TIMES
TMspage: Top center:Xavier Singers. Top right:
Another Xavier singer, John Fogarty. Below:
Time for a quick pose. Below right: One way to
beat dorm keg policies. Opposite page: Top
left: "Where's the little girls room?" Top right:
"Wanna dance?" Bottom left:li'\ Sibs weekend.

40/STUDENT LIFE

SPRING FEVER

42/STUDENT LIFE

Opposite page: Top left: Sharing a few words in
front of the University Center. Topright:Freshmen will do anything to have their pictures taken. Bottom left: Manresa '81. Bottomright:A
walk down the mall. This page; Top: Springtime
on the beach. Bottomtoff;Happy and Tom get
happy at the St. Patty's Day party. Bottom right:
"You don't say"

STUDENT LIFE/43
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XAVIER/EDGECLIFF PLAYERS
The continued co-operation between the Xavier Players and Edgecliff theater department resulted in another fine
season of theatrical entertainment on the Xavier and Edgecliff stages. By working together, the two groups pulled
off a difficult season. They chose four major shows, each a challenge involving a large cast and extensive technical
and production work. Many students were also involved in the two Children's Theatre shows and the student run
Theatre Workshop which concluded the season.
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46/PLAYERS
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PLAYERS/47

'And where two raging fires meet togetiter
Tttey do consume ttm tiling ttiat feeds ttieir fury.
William Shakespeare
Tite Taming of the
Shrew

W^mS^m
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Xavier's theatrical season opened with guest director
Linda Dunlevy's unique production of Shakespeare's The
Taming of the Shrew. Her interpretation made use of the
classic conventions of commedia dell'arte, and set the
play in a framework which presented the actors as a
group of travelling players.
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The Taming of the Shrew \oke% place in Sixteenth Century Italy and is the story of a wild woman who is wooed
by a man with a spirit as stong as her own ... The play
was as entertaining circus of colorful costumes and staging combined with the witty humor and sharp satire of
Shakespeare.

TAMING OF THE SHREW/49
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'No matter tu>w far i may wander away
Or witat new iand I find at ttie end of eacii day,
i'm flaunted, I'm tiunted wtierever I roam
Spoon River, Spoon River is caiiing me iwme."
Edgar Lee Master
Spoon River Antlwlogy

The second production was Edgar Lee
Master's poetic drama Spoon River Anthology, directed by Judy Fogt Gilmore
and staged in the Edgecliff Corbett Theatre.
Spoon Iflver Anthology examines the life
and times of the inhabitants of Spoon River, a small town in Indiana during the late
1800's. The play is set in the town's cemetery, where the deceased rise and recount their experiences. The general
theme of the play was expressed by the
use of the thrust stage as the graveyard
and the background collage of artifacts
representing rural Americana.
50/SPOON RIVER
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SPOON RIVER/51
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52/IRENE

"irene, a iittie bit of
sait and sweetness"
Tierney and
McCarthy
Irene

The Player's winter production this year was Tierney and
McCarthy's Irene, directed by Otto Kvapil, chairman of
the theatre department.
Irene is a light-hearted musical comedy following the
adventures of an Irish lass from Ninth Avenue, New York in
1919. Irene O'Dare dreams of becoming a business success as a lady piano tuner. Her endeavors take her to the
Long Island estate of the Marshall Family, where she
meets Donald S. Marshall III with whom she falls in love.
After the typical musical comedy complications. It becomes clear that Donald is also in love with Irene, and* the
show ends on a happy note with their wedding.

IRENE/53

Tliey'ii quiclciy find good masters wlien
ttie masters are ttie wortcing men"
Bertolt Brecht
Puntlla and Matt. His Hired Man

The last major production of the season was Bertolt Brecht's
social satire Puntlla andMatfl, His Hired Man, guest directed by
Kevin R. Kelley, from New York.
The show takes place in Finland right before WWII and focuses on
the differences between the working class and the aristocracy
and the changing social structure. Through the relationship of
Puntila the landowner and Matti his hire man, we see Brecht's
vision of the humanity of the working classes as being the backbone of society. This theme was incorporated in the stage design, which involved the use of scaffolding to represent the structure of society.
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CHILDREN'S THEATRE
Every year a community group based in Hyde
Park sponsor's two children's theatre productions at the Toft Theatre in downtown Cincinnati. Under the direction of Otto Kvapil, "Kiddies" Theatre provides a Xavier/Edgediff student the opportunity to perform with professional actors as well as children. And with all
2500 seats at the Taft filled with children (the
hardest audience to entertain) Kiddie's Theatre is a challenge for the student actor. The
fall production was the musical-comedy Revolutionary Romp and the spring production
was the classic tale of Beauty and The Beast.
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56/CHILDREN'S THEATRE
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CHILDREN'S THEATRE/57

BEHIND THE SCENES

BACKSTAGE

The "behind the scenes — backstage" production for a show
begins usually three to four weeks before the audition process.
The technical director meets with the director and designs for
the set, lights and sound are drawn up and completed. The
director also colaborates with the costume designer at this
time and construction of the shows costumes begins. The
director gives the props master a list of props that will be
needed and that process begins.
The hanging and focusing of lights, construction of the set,
costumes, props, etc. all take place during the rehearsels for
the show. The majority of work is done by students in and out
of the cast. Everyone strives to have all work completed by
the beginning of tech week, when full-show conditions are
used during rehearsels. During tech week, the running crew
begins, the Box office opens and publicity is hyped up for the
show. The success of all these efforts culminates on opening
night and is carried through the run of the show.

1
58/BACKSTAGE

BACKSTAGE/59
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MUSKIES DOWN DAYTONI
The Xavier Soccer Team finished the season with a
disappointing 4-10-2 record but the statistics do not
tell the real story. Every game was an exciting battle
down to the last minutes and the toughness and talent
of the Musketeers was evident in every play. The
team closed out the year with losses to Wilmington (21) and Indiana State (2-0), and an exhilarating victory

over Dayton (3-2). The Dayton gome highlighted the
entire season for the Muskies, with John McVey getting a hat trick with three second half goals, including
the game winner with four seconds left to ploy. Senior
Greg Ohe averaged 2.5 saves per game over the last
five games and Dan Martin, Rookie of the Year,
played all sixteen games in the midfield.
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XU HAS 8-20 SEASON!
Even though the Muskies closed out their season with
an 8-20 overall record, it was an interesting and exciting basketball year. The season ended with a victory
over Oral Roberts and a loss to Loyola in the Midwestern City Conference tournament at Mabee Center on
the ORU campus. In the first round, the Muskies
knocked off Oral Roberts with a score of 74-71, behind

Anthony Hicks' 27 points. He hit 10 of 17 from the floor
as the locals shot a season high of 63%. Steve Wolf
also played well, posting 19 points and hitting 8 of 13
from the field. Two nights later, the Muskies lost in the
MCC semifinal round to Loyola. Anthony Hicks was
named to the MCC First Team by both AP and UPI.

MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM, Front row, left to right: Jen Jenkins, Victor Fleming, Steve Wolf, Coach
Bob Staak, Anthony Hicks, Tom Condon, Dexter Bailey, John Shimko. Second roi^; Head Manager
Eric Frolicher, Assistant Coach Jim Chellis, Lssistant Coach Wayne Morgan, Andy Witte, Eddie
Johnson, Ken Meyer, John Kelley, Paul Jones, Assistant Coach Tom Crowley, Assistant Coach Joe
Schoenfeld, Trainer Terry Kofler.

Photo Courtesy of
Cincinnati Post
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IN'S BASKEl

MUSKIES ARE CITY CHAMPS
In late January, 1982, the city of Cincinnati was divided in two strongly partisan camps. The perennial Xavier versus University of Cincinnati basketball game was
to be played on January 27, at the Coliseum. This
cross-town rivalry is so strong that best friends stop
talking to each other and local sportscasters challenge their competition to duels. This year was no

H

Photo
• Cincinr

exception and on the big night, everyone in town who
could not be present at the Coliseum was keeping in
touch through the media. The game was a toss-up
from the moment it got under way but Coach Bob
Staak's Musketeers pulled it out in the waning seconds
by a score of 53-51, giving Xavier possession of the
coveted City Trophy.
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MEN^ BASKEALL/67

HICKS NAMED ALL MCC!
Anthony Hicks, the mover behind the Muskies scoring,
finished the year with 1,357 career points, which is
fourth on the all-time scoring list. He scored 572 points
this season which is the fourth highest point total by a
Musketeer. As well as being named to the first team of
the MCC, he was named by Basketball Weekly as
Honorable Mention to the All-Mideast Team. Dexter

68/MEN'S BASKETBALL

Bailey was named by Associated Press as an Honorable Mention to the All-MCC Team and Jeff Jenkins
was selected for the same honor by United Press International. Jenkins and Bailey finished the season at sixteenth and seventeenth, respectively, in MCC scoring. John Shimko captured the conference free throw
championship by hitting 30 of 35, or 85.7%.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL/69
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'T STOP AT THIRD

The 1981-82 Muskie baseball team added another successful season to their record this year as they finished
with a 28-18 win-loss record. Coach Vetorino, in his third year at X.U., will be losing six graduating seniors
including most valuable player, Pete Spoerl who batted .435, Andy Jansen, first baseman, Gary Franke, pitcher,
and Tim Nichting, catcher. Returning lettermon. Rick Reynolds, Pete Sherman, Tom Kooning, Matt Porter, Jim
Young, John Truner will return to bring a solid basis for future winning Muskie Teams.

FirstPow:M. Kelly, T. Shalloe, R. Reynolds, T. Traub, P. Spoerl, R. Donato (Bat Boy), M. Porter,
J. Daddino, D. Froehle, T. Staab. Second Row: J. Nichting, J. Turner, B. Porter, S. Berry, J.
Young, A. Jansen, R. Noll, P. Sherman. Third Row: J. Day (Coach), G. Franke, J. Frey, T.
Bartlett, G. Vetorino (Manager), J. Kusch, T. Koening, B. Best, L. Redwine (Coach).

Top Left: Winding up before hurling the ball is M. Kelly.
BottomLeft:M. Kelly winding up for a third strike, a Muskie pitcher is putting
his best curve on the ball.
Bottom Right: Pete Spoerl ready for a home run pitch.

TENNIS IS WINNER 13-6!
The Men's Varsity Tennis Team came through for
Coach Brockhoff and ended their season with an impressive record of 13-6. The Midwestern Tennis Conference was held at Oral Roberts University in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, this year and the Musketeer Netters
brought home an excellent fourth place with a total of
24 points. Local players who did outstanding playing
at the conference were Steve Noll, who placed third

in the singles division, and the doubles team of Bob
Dorger and Matt Imfeld who also took a third place in
their division. Two doubles teams. Ken Menkhaus and
Martin Kuhlman, and Bob Dorger and Matt Imfeld were
named Best Doubles Teams of the year with records of
4-0 and 11-3, respectively. Ken Menkhaus, runner up
for the Midwestern Conference Honor Medal, was
awarded the O'Connor Memorial Award.
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VARSITY TENNIS TEAM, Front row. left to right: J. Mattimoe, M. Kuhlman, M. Imfeld, T. Liming,
and B. Reber. Second row: M. Frank, K. Menkhaus, S. Noll, D. Travis, B. Dorger, and Coach J.
Brockhoff.
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|ENNIS/73

SWIM RECORDS BETTERED
The Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving Teams showed strength and persistence throughout their season.
The men's team got off to a slow start (3-1-5) but they were able to regain their composure by bettering their
times. Times were improved by J. Schaefer, K. Ringo, B. Jacob, C. High, H. Heideman, and J. Connor. Divers D.
Baugh, D. Martin, and L, Krumdieck showed remarkable form. The women's team had an impressive season of
(6-4) and they placed seventh in the OAISW Division III State Championship. Times were improved by M.
Kendrick, P. Regan, S. Nurre, M. Foley and M. Lueke.

Top / • / / ; Martha and Melanie prepare for a relay. Bottom left: Joe Connor (middle) prepares for the 1000
Free. Bottom right: Coach Tassos, "Who me do the
1500 Free?"

Front Row: l-\i. P. Regan, M. Stenson, M. Mirande, M. Kendrick, P. Reichert, E. Smith. Back
Row:l-\^. D. Martin, B. Jacob, C. High, J. Connor, K. Ringo. Not Pictured: Wi. Foley, S. Nurre, J.
Schaefer, H. Heideman, M. Lueke, M. Schulte, D. Baugh, L. Krumdieck.

Top left: Hank Heideman ready for the 500 Free. Top right: "And
the race is off!!" Middle right: Look, I can touch the Flags!!
Bottom right: S-T-R-E-T-C-H! Bottom left: Martha Stenson in a
pensive mood.

SPIKER'S THIRD IN OHIOI
With only three returning players, the Lady Musketeers
Coach Carolyn Condit had to break in six freshmen
and a transfer student to begin the 81-82 season. This
difficulty was compounded by the toughest schedule
in the team's history, including new additions, Louisville,
Northern Kentucky, Miami, Morehead. and Cincinnati.
The lack of experience was made up in enthusiasm

and agressive play and the team finished the season
with an excellent third place in state competition.
Their overall record for the season was a respectable
19 wins and 27 losses. Returning junior Laura Schneider
was elected to the OAISW All-Star Team by the
coaches at the division two tournament.

VOLLEYBALL/77

LADIES ARE STATE CHAMPS
The name to remember from this year's Women's Basketball season is Jo Ann Osterkamp. She scored 624
points during the season which makes her the all time
leading scorer for the Lady Muskies. But best of all, she
led XU to their first ever 20 victory season and the
state championship. She scored 20 points against Wisconsin-Green Bay, 21 against Loyola, and 22 against
Northeastern Illinois, and was named to the first team

in the Midwest Region and MVP in the state tournament. Judy Smith was second in scoring, second in
rebounds, and first in steals and rebounds. She was
named the team's MVP at the awards banquet. Also
honored were Karen Ohe, who was selected as Best
Defensive Player and Ann Clarke, Most Improved Player.
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78/WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
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RAH-RAH HAS NEW LOOK
Even if you are not an avid sports fan, it was worth
going to the XU games to see the expert precision of
the Musketeer Cheerleading Squad. The new chants
and the very well executed acrobatics gave the
cheering team a striking new look which delighted
every audience at each sports event. The veteran
members of the squad were Jennifer Cua, Captain,
Tom Burkhart, Steve Kaitanowski, Tim Beno, and Eddie

80/CHEERLEADERS

Di Chirro. New members included Kent Jackson, Stacey Brower, Laura Griga, Tom Purcell, Rei Almeida,
Mary Toepker, and Dave Beatty. The coach of the
Cheering Squad is Larry Ratterman, a former cheerleader from the University of Cincinnati. Coach Ratterman is to be congratulated along with the squad for
their consistent excellent performance.
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CHEERLEADERS/81

MANZELLA WINS GOLD!
The Boxing Team showed themselves to be real "ringmasters" this year by bringing home a gold medal and
a silver.medal from the National Boxing Competition
held at Westchester College in Pennsylvania in April.
Ed Manzella, Gold Medal Winner, defeated a member
of the Air Force Boxing Team to move to his next
match in which he defeated his opponent thus qualifying for the national competition. Dennis Madden

placed first in his class at the Midwestern Conference
to qualify for the nationals where he won the silver
medal. Another first place winner at the Midwestern
Conference was Mike Rothan. Although he qualified
for the nationals, he did not compete. Mike was selected to compete as a member of the National Intercollegiate All-American Team.

BOXING/83

HARD TIMES HIT RUGBY!
Coach Brian Brimelow's Rugby Club went through a
year of.hard times during both fall and spring seasons.
In September, the Musketeers got off to what seemed
to be a great start with a 14-0 victory over Fairfield
and then tied the Queen City Club at 13-13. This was
the last glimmer of victory during the entire fall season
and they didn't end up in the plus column again until

the St. Patrick's Tournament in Savannah, Georgia, in
mid-March. Their record in the fall was 1-6-1 and the
spring stats were similar at 2-6, with both victories
coming in the St. Pat's tourney. The team was captained during both seasons by Dennis Madden and the
president of the club was Tim Maher.
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SCOREBOARDS

86/SCOREBOARDS

SCOREBOARDS
Women's
Tennis
Opponent
Sinclair
Wilmington
Mt. St. Joseph
Wilmington
Earlham
Sinclair
Dayton
Centre
Georgetown
Mt. St. Joseph
Georgetown
Transylvania
Dayton

SCOREBOARDS/87
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A.W.T. WINS TWICE!

90/INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL

The O'Connor Sports Center was
the scene of one of the most competitive and exciting intramural basketball tournaments in recent years.
Both men's teams and women's
teams showed good organization,
talent, enthusiasm, and good
sportsmanship. The Average White
Team took the championship in the
men's open category in the fall
while the Wizzards captured the top
spot in the spring. In the 6 foot and
under category the Chokers won in
the fall, while the spring event was
token by the Average White Team.
In the women's division, the fall winners were the powerful Blonde
Bombers while the scrappy Double
Shots fought bock to take the top
spot in the spring competition. There
was never a dull moment in the action and the organizers of the event
OS well OS the participants ore to be
congratulated!
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OPPOSITE PAGE — Top left: The referee
watches closely as this hook-shot adds two
points to the score. Center left: Talented
boll-handling is the key to staying on top of
the game! Bottom left: "To shoot or not to
shoot!" That is the question this closely guarded player would like to hove the answer to.
Topright:The bench watches intently as this
see-sow gome draws to an end. Center
right-Jhis may not be the MCC but our scorekeeper and our statistician take their jobs
seriously. THIS Page — Top: The men's intramural players certainly do not have a monopoly on energetic and exciting basketball.
This hotly contested two-pointer never
touched the rim! Bottom left: As many old
basketball professionals con tell you, the
game con be won or lost at the free-throw
line. Perhaps this accounts for the concentration shown on the face of this competitor.
Bottom right: "Don't try it!" seems to be the
thought in the mind of number 15 as he soars
above the boll handler.
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FLAGGERS FIELD 38 TEAMS

92/FLAG FOOTBALL

Approximately five hundred students participated in each of the
Flog Football Intramural seasons this
year and if there was any lock of
talent, it was more than made up
for by talent and sheer agressiveness of ploy. In the fall season, the
men fielded twenty-seven teams
and the women fielded eleven
teams while in the spring season,
there were thirteen men's teams
and six women's teams. The Average White Team come through
once again by taking first place in
the men's division in the fall. T.K.D.,
the winners of the women's division,
bested Two Wasted in the championship game under the lights at
the soccer field. The spring winners
were The Assassins who lived up to
their name by knocking off their opponents one by one in hard-fought
battles. The women's division winners for the spring set were And
Then There's Us.

OPPOSITE PAGE — Top left: Lack of protection causes the boll to be grounded short of
the goal line on this spirited play. Center left:
The actiorv begins anew as the ball is
snapped and the offense tries to execute
their play. Bottom left: FALL CHAMPIONS,
MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL TEAM: The Average
White Team lines up for the Musketeer camer* after putting down their lost opponent to
win the fall championship. Top right:lhis successful run for the goal line puts six points on
the board as the blockers clear the way. THIS
PAGE — Top left: When you've got a good
quarterback, you can fly the friendly skies to
gain valuable ground. Center left: Win or
lose, you should always hong around to see
how the competition fares in their game. Top
right: Speed, agility, and good blocking
moke for a winning combination. Center
right: "Whose got the ball?" shouts the referee and the players look on puzzled. Bottom
right: FALL CHAMPIONS, WOMEN'S FLAG
FOOTBALL TEAM: The T.K.D.'s leave no doubt
that they're number one as they pose with
their fuzzy little mascot.
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REEFERS TAKE TOP SPOT!

The O'Connor Sports Center was
the scene of the Intramural Floor
Hockey gomes this spring. Floor
Hockey, unlike most of the intramural offerings, was played only in the
spring and there were only men's
teams entered in the competition.
Ten teams were fielded by the student body and the fight for the top
spot was nip and tuck, or is that
"stick and puck". When the season
was over and the last whistle hod
blown and the confetti finally settled to the floor, the Coral Reefers
came out on top in a well-deserved
and hard fought win over their rivals.
A loosely kept secret that is circulating around the campus is that the
second place team is currently
practicing doily at a local high
school gym and is counting on upsetting the 'Reefers next season.
94/FLOOR HOCKEY
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OPPOSITE PAGE — Top left: Comrades-inarms give each other the high sign in celebration of a well-'ploced shot which resulted in a
goal. Center left: Keeping the puck close
and under control, this player moves forward
into the action around the goal. Bottom left:
Scattered bodies amid jubilation follows a
successful hot-shot into the net. Top right:
Watched closely by his opponent, this player
brings the puck into ploy. Bottom right: Setting up for a power shot, this stick-man shows
good form by keeping his eyes on the puck.
THIS PAGE — Top left: Referee keeps a close
eye on the action as the players concentrate on the face-off monuever. Top right:
Trying to corral! a wild shot, this player leaps
for the sidelines in desperation. Bottom right:
The bench as well as the scorekeeper are
avidly interested in the action taking place
on the floor at the O'Connor Sports Center.

FLOOR HOCKEY/95

DRAGONS ARE CHAMPS!

96/INTRAMURALS

Intramural softball was second only
to basketball in popularity in both
the fall and the spring divisions. The
campus men fielded twenty-two
teams in the fall and nineteen teams
in the spring while the women fielded six teams in each fall and spring
sessions. As the photographs on
these pages show, the action on
the field was never dull and the urge
to win was uppermost in everyone's
mind. When the ploy at Asmon Field
drew to a close in the fall the Average White Team took the first place
award in the men's division and The
Dragons beat out all competition in
the women's division. The excitement during the spring was, if possible, even greater than in the fall
ploy. When the dust hod cleared.
The Herd took the winner's trophy
for the men and 4 Better 4 West
were the tops in the women's division.
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OPPOSITE PAGE — Top left: A wild throw
gives the base punner a chance to steal and
he slides in with a vengonce sending his opponent staggering off balance. Bottom left:
INTRAMURAL CHAMPION WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
TEAM, The Dragons, smile for their victory
photograph. The Dragons won in the fall season. Topright:The batter has to make up his
mind whether to swing or not as the ball
comes in high. THIS PAGE — Top: The batter
swings and hits the ball solidly. Immediately,
the runner at first starts his round of the bases
as the homeplate umpire watches carefully.
Bottom left: A hard agressive swing results in
a spinning pop fly. The catcher is undecided
on whether to try for it or not and the umpire's body language says "I don't give a
damn . . . ! " Intramural softball was not only
popular with the team members, it was also
one of the most popular events with the fans.
Asman field was noted for many racuous
fans, especially during the spring season. It
was a chance to see some exciting action as
well OS a great opportunity to catch a few
rays in preparation for that summer tan.
INTRAMURALS/97

BUD SPONSORS ALL-STARS!

98/SUPER STARS

This year for the first time, the Budweiser Brewing Company sponsored on All-Star Team competition
during Greek Week. The teams
were mode up of both men and
women and the competitors
gained points to add on to their
Greek Week totals. Eighteen teams
competed in this initial All-Star competition which was a part of the intramural program. Some of the
events that the teams played in
were swimming, volleyball, basketball, softball, and, of course, the ultimate tug 'o war. All of the events
were exciting and each team drew
their own groups of fans to cheer
them on. The winner of the entire
competition was the All-Star Team
called Two-Wasted whose point total was the greatest of the eighteen
teams entered. We hope this worthwhile and exciting event will be
continued next year.

OPPOSITE PAGE — Top left: Spectators
watch OS players compete in the softball
gomes of the All-Star event. Center left:
Swimmers jufnp for the deep as the points
become harder and harder to come by. Bottom left: One of the eighteen teams which
competed for points in the Budweiser Brewing Company sponsored All-Star Athletic
Events. Top r/y/i/: Surprised linesman swallows
his whistle as the Musketeer camera sneaks
up on him. Center right: Ge\X\nQ the long boll
in the pocket can be a tough job in any
game. THIS PAGE — Top left: The competition gets tough as swimmers go for points for
their All-Star Team. Center left and right: l^o
All-Star Competiiton would be complete
without the perennial tug 'o war battle. It
may be tough but it sure looks like fun. Bottom left: Average White Team pitcher delivers the boll to the waiting batter who dreams
of a home run. Bottom right: Just concentrate on the ball and get it through that little
ring.
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BEACHBUMS ARE NO. 1!

100/INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL

The Volleyball Intramural
Teams were co-ed recreation,
unlike the other sports in the
program. The fall season sow
the Beach Bums eliminate nineteen teams in the competition
and win the show. During the
spring season there were
twenty-five teams involved
and the groups were split into
two divisions. The division A
tournament was token by
guess who ... you're right! The
Beach Bums come through
again to take the top spot. In
divison B, The Beatles, an English group with funny hairdos,
came up with the first place
award. The spring season also
had six teams involved in a
men only division. This division
was hotly contested and after
the excitement was over, the
Ployero's were declared the
winner.

DR. W. IS CHAMP!
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OPPOSITE PAGE — Top left: This Intramural
Volleyball player is competing just for the fun
of it. Even when you miss you con still laugh
about it! Bottom left: The action at the net
becomes fast and furious when the game
point is at stake. Teammates watch the action carefully waiting to assist. Top right: The
alert stance taken by this player shows that
he is ready for whatever tricky serve his opponents want to send over the net. Center
rlght:Jhe philosophy of this move is don't wait
for the ball to come to you! Rise up and meet
the challenge! THIS PAGE — Top: Racquetball is a great way to work up a sweat. This
excellent double shot off the rear wall takes
practice and accuracy. Bottom left: Sometimes your own teammates can interfere
with your best shot. Bottom right: i\ has been
said that racquetball players are rabid when
on the court. These two athletes smile at the
camera to belie that saying. The winners of
the fall Racquetball season were Dr. Weissbuch and Ellen Dizek. The spring winners were
Dr. Weissbuch, Louis Correa, and Patty Cebulko.
RACQUETBALL/101

XU GOES FOR SPORTS!
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102/INTRAMURALS
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Without a doubt, the intramural program here is one of the best organized and well-run project on campus. The facilities ore made available when needed, officials may be
hard to come by, but persistence
on the port of the organizers has
solved this problem also. Probably
the most important statistic that
points up the success of the intramural program ore the numbers of
students involved in the various
sports. There were 323 teams who
participated in the foil and spring
divisions lost year. This means that
almost four thousand students competed in sports events ranging from
softball to flog football, to soccer
and racquetball, and even wiffleball. A program which involves so
many of our students and which is so
efficiently operated is something for
the entire campus to be proud of!

OPPOSITE PAGE — Top left: Intramural
fans watch critically and offer unsolicited
advice as the batter takes on unwarranted swing. Botfomleft:lhe bench concentrates on the action and waits for their
chance to substitute in the game. Top
right: When you are not making progress
on the ground, you should definitely take
to the air. This flag football shows a good
arm as he launches a bomb toward the
goal line. Center right: When the sun is
shining directly into your eyes it is difficult
to coll strikes and even harder for the batter to see the ball. That doesn't keep the
on-deck batter from waiting impatiently
for her turn at the plate. THIS PAGE — Top
left: This powerful swing connects and
sends the boll soaring to center field for a
solid base hit. i?/p/if; Teammates and opponents alike watch in owe as this perfect
set sends the ball over the net. The volleyball teams in the intramural program were
mode up of both men and women.
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INTRAMURALS ARE IN!
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The success of the intramural program is not lost on members of the
local business community as is evident by the support they ore giving
to the various events as well as to
other campus organizations. Even
businesses which are not locally oriented ore now getting involved in
boosting campus activities. The AllStar Team Competitions which were
sponsored by the Budweiser Company ore a source of encouragement not only to the intramural
sports program but to our other
campus groups as well. Our campus
community, the surrounding neighborhoods, and the business and industry, both local and national, ore
a rich source of aid and ideas that
should be increasingly utilized for the
betterment of the university.
104/INTRAMURALS
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OPPOSITE PAGE — Top: INTRAMURAL CHAMPION WOMEN'S SOCCER TEAM give the victory sign after cleaning up on their opponents in
the final soccer match. Immediately following
this championship match, they took to the
field again I o ploy for the top spot in the flag
football competition. This time fatigue took
its toll and the Two Wasted became runnersup in this game. When springtime rolled
around the group added a number of mole
members to their team and became known
as Two Wasted and Company. They entered
the Super Star competition and again their
energy and enthusiasm combined with talent
paid off. They took home top honors in the
Budweiser sponsored event. Bottom left: This
flag footballer finds no means of escape
when he is surrounded by a determined trio.
THIS PAGE — Top left: Up and over is the
technique and game point is the goal! Top
right: The ball carrier is all tied up and ready
to go down as his teammates continue to
block. Bottom rfp/if: INTRAMURAL CHAMPION
MEN'S SOCCER TEAM soy "We're number
one!" as they pose after winning their final
match.

M
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Judy Ackemnon

Mk:hael Affenou

Elizabeth Alter

Laura Amtott

John Angelini

Linda Bathalter

Eileen Berth

Patrick Beck

Jean Beischel

Timothy Beno

108/SENIORS

Gerard Berger

Glenn Bokenkotter

Joseph Bernstein

Barbara Bollman

Peter Bertoli

John Bertsch

'^M
Scott Beuerlein

Antoinette Birchmore

Teresa Black

Amy Sly

Nanci Brabender

Sue Brandstetter

SENIORS/109

Bill Brazerol

Carol Brinkworth

James Brockman

Roger Brown

Carl Bruggeman

Sharon Brune

Bernard Bruns

Kathy Brunst

Jerri Budi

Karen Burk

Steve Cain

Elizabeth Carlon

Cathy Mary Carroll

110/SENIOR

Chuck Catania

Potty Cebuiko

Carolyn Clemmons

Kelli Cole

Tom Condon V

Susan Conners

Kathy Conway

Diane Coviello

Douglas Crawford
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Connie Cunningham

Sherri Dole

Pat Davis

Mary Ellen Debo

SENIORS/111

Beth Dillon

112/SENIORS

Jeanne M. Dillon

Michael Dowling

Carol Durbin

Colette Dyer

Martin Endre

Sharon Endre

Anne Fehrenbach

\

i

Daniel Finn

Gary Franke

Jemy Friedmann

Wayne Glass

Paul Gagnon

dta^J
Bill Glockner

SENIORS/113

David Haas

114

Mike Hockrrxan

Mary Hagerty

Brian Harvey

Rick Hengelbrok

Erin Hennessey

Kevin Kane

Yvette Kelly

John Kielich

Wally Kisling

SENIORS/115
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Robert KIstner

Lisa Knor

Jerome Laub

Irene LeLonek

Rose Lusheck

116/SENIORS

Jean Lynch

Mich»elle Kohrman

Lori Lewis

Peggy Maginot

Meg LaBar

Sara Leyes

Mark Magistrelli

Barbara Massa

Linda Mitchell

Doug Massa

Dorothy Mock

Steve Massa

Michelle Mayer

Melanie Mirande

Dan Misleh

Thomas Moran

Louis Murdock

SENIORS/117

i

Chip McDonald

118

Judy McMahon

Julius Nagy

\

Maureen Neenan

MaryBeth Niklas

Steven Noll

Jim Norrls

Margie Purdy

Ronald Quatkemeyer

Lynn Rattermann

Paul Rattermann

i^

Martin Re

Michael Reagan

Marguerite Regan

Howard Robben

Ralph Richter

Richard Rochester

f
120/SENIORS
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Mary Roesener

Potty Schutte

Mike Rotfsen

Jack Scott

Dave Rothon

Mike Rothon

Pam Schmolt

Sandy Schroeder

Christopher Serno

Rosey Sheperd

SENIORS/121

Maria Simon

Mimsie Trausch

122/SENIORS

Eleanor Smith

Mike Tunney

Michael Smith

Mari< Stahl

Judith Sullivan

Steve Townley

Steven Ulmer

Judith Valentin!

Kevin Fagedes

SENIORS/123
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Fr. Robert Mulligan — President

TWO
DISTINGUISHH)
ADMMISTRATORS
LEAVE
XAVIER
Rev. Francis Brennan — Academic Vice President

126/ACADEMICS

FACULTY
AND
ADMINISTRATK>N

Roy AdIer

Joyce Allen

Borbara Parker

/

^m
Donaki Berberich

Tom Barton

Norman Barry

I

ACADEMICS/129

130/ACADEMICS

James Delaney

Arthur Dewey

Lawrence Donnelly

Harvey Dubbe

Jean Dye
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Linda Finke

ACADEMICS/131

Ernest Fontana

132/ACADEMICS

Mary Ann Griffith

ACADEMICS/133

Richard Gruber

134/ACADEMICS

Brigid Harmon

n

Rev. Francis Johnson
ACADEMICS/135

136/ACADEMICS
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Fr. William King

ACADEMICS/137
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Paul Knitter

Fr. John LaRocca
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Alvin Marrero

Neil Kumph

ACADEMICS/139

140/ACADEMICS

Ken Scheorer

Hans Schmidt

141

142/ACADEMICS

William Smith

James Somerville

144/ACADEMICS

Terrence Toepker

Josiane Trageser

Fr. Stanley Tillman

146

Kerry Walters

Marcia Weiland
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Michael Weissboch

Joseph Wessling

Mark Wetzel

Linda Zucca

Stephen Yerian
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WHO-DEY, WHO-tXYH
"Who-dey, who-dey, who-dey think's
gonna beat them Bengals?" became
the frenzied cry of Cincinnati Bengals
fans everywhere as the amazing team
from the Queen City heroically rushed
and passed to a spectacular 12 win, 4
loss season — and a first-ever trip to
the Superbowl.
Behind Ken Anderson's masterful quorterbacking (he was chosen the NFL's
most valuable player) the magnificent
"Cats" roared by opponents, dominated offenses, "scored at will7~and
won their first division championship
since 1973.

Tim McCafferty
We Are All So Proud
Of You
Love,
Mom, Dad, Marty & Dave,
Madeleine & Jim, Laura & Pot,
Elaine & Gary, John & Amy

The Bengals certainly hod all the
charm of a Cinderella team. They entered the 1981-1982 season as losers
with a purpose; to become winners.
And they did just what they hod set
out to do, win. With the homespun gallantry of Chris Collinsworth, the rugged
determination of Pete Johnson, and
the pint-sized derring-do of Jim Breech
(along with the irrepressible Anderson)
propelled the Bengals into the playoffs
with guts and grace.

£j^

Kathy McCann

Kathy
We Love You!
Mom, Dad, Maureen
Kevin, Brian, Eileen
And Patricic

Jude Ackerman

Good Job Jude
Love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations Roger
The Lovely's
Chaz, Dave And Duke
150/MAGAZINE

Margie Purdy
Margie

Congratuiations
Love,
Helen
And
ill
'Big D'

IXIEAM BiDS IN PONiTIAC

^

Unfortunately, a dream-like season
could still have it's nightmares. Pontioc, Michigan's Silverdome proved
to be the Bengal's Alam.o. A luckier
San Francisco team capitalized on
early Bengal errors to seal the gome
late in the first half. Star struck and
shocked, the Bengals never recovered, but they did provide their fans
with a golden example of inspiration
and desire and mode many a Bengal follower proud to be a Cincinnatian again!

I

Brian Gilmartin

Brian,
We Knew You Could Do It!
Our Love,
Dad, Marian, Bob, Chuck
Dawn, Judy, Milce And Mike

MAGAZINE/151

MOVIES OF 1981
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Mary Ellen Menke

There are those who moke things
happen; Those who watch things
happen; and those who wonder
"what happened?" You con
make good things happen, Mary
Ellen — Do it!

Congratulations
To Fred Schaefer
We Are Proud Of
You And Xavier
University
Mother & Dad

Movies — America's entertainment
lifeblood. Movies seduce us, enrage
us, make us laugh and make us cry.
For a couple hours, we con sit in the
comfort and warmth of a darkened
movie theatre and let life's trivialities
and boring realities melt from our
souls OS we become passive participants in the lives of others. Movies
portray our perception of ourselves
and society.
The movies of 1981 reflected a positive image in times of despair and
misfortune. Movies like Chariots of
Fire, incidently, the Academy
award winning best movie of the
year, depicted gritty determination
and sheer human desire in the face
of tremendous adversity. On Golden Pond, another box office smash
marking the powerful screen return
of Henry Fonda and Katherine Hepburn, showed us the power love and
compassion have over all other
emotions. And George Lucas' comic book adventure-thriller. Raiders
of the Lost Ark, demonsroted to us
that even with the deck stacked
against it, good always overcomes
evil. 1981 was o memorable year for
movies. Movies that mode us proud,
mode us feel good, but most importantly entertained us.

John Angelini

From Mouseketeer To
Musketeer
Congratulations
And Love
Mom & Dad

Robert E. Popovic

Bob,
Remember
Wherever You Go,
There You Are!

Betty Ann Alter

Some Said You Couldn't
Some Said You Wouldn't
Congratulations Betty Ann
The Faculty Of Red Bank Catholic High School
Red Bonk, New Jersey
152/MAGAZINE

Love,
Mom, Dad, Gram &
Gramp
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1
CONGRATULATIONS
AND
BEST WISHES
SENIORS!
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Vic and Rex
and everyone from

SHAMROCK FOOD
SERVICES
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SADAT ASSASSINATED
October 6, 1981, marked a tragic day
in the hurculean struggle for peace in
the Middle East. On this fall day in the
Egyptian capital of Cairo, a small contingent of fanatic Muslim military officers ruthlessly gunned down Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat.
Sadat was present at the Cairo Military
Review grounds that day observing a
parade of Egyptian firepower. Suddenly five men heavily armed, scrambled from their troop truck and rushed
the review stand. Sadat, unaware of
the assassins' intent, politely acknowledged the brigands only to be rejoined with a hail of gunfire. The five
Muslim fanatics were immediately arrested, while the mortally wounded
Sadat was airlifted to a nearby hospital.
A horrified and grief-stricken world
anxiously listened to news reports for
information on Sadat's condition.
When it was grimly announced hours
later that Sadat's murderers hod succeeded in their grisly task, the civilized
world mourned in shock and outrage.

Congratulations
Kim Uetrecht
First Girl In The Family
Love,
Mom & Dad
Gwen, MIcele & Kristin
David & Kathy
Cindy & Bob
Robin, Luke, Malinda,
Sam

Congratulations
Patrick Tully Murphey
Mom & Dad
Jim, Michael, Mary
Anne
Kevin & Denise

154/MAGAZINE

Kelli Cole

Congratulations Kelli
Your Efforts Hove Been
Fruitful,
Your Goal, Achlevedl
We're Very Proud Of Youl
Mother And Dad

Congratulations Anne
Fehrenbach 'B2
From
Dab, Mom, Sue
Denny, Kathy, Mel,
Bill & Brian

Sadat was a complex man, a man
of integrity, a believer in destiny, a
man with vision. Anwar Sadat, instrumental in realizing the Camp David
peace accords, and 1977 co-recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize was
lost to the very elements he fought
for; his religion and his people. It is
the world's misfortune that such a
peace seeking man was so brutally
murdered. Perhaps there is a lesson
to be learned.

Gus Skopek

Dear Gus,
•May God Send
Golden Clouds
Over
You All The Days
Of Your Life
With Love,
Dad, Mom Steve,
IVIary Jane, And
Amy

XAViER MONUMENT DESTROYED
:

'.1/

Dateline: Norwood, Ohio — Today, a
hallowed Xavier University monument
was ruthlessly destroyed on this rustic
private college campus in Southwestern Ohio. The popular landmark, the
North Parking Lot guard house was repeatedly pummeled by unknown assailants, apparently operating some
form of heavy power equipment.
The venerated guard house, a boxlike
wooden structure, had recently fallen
into disrepair due to non-use, though
its symbolic significance as object of
fond remembrance and rallying point
for school activities was still highly regarded by many Xavier students. Unfortunately for grief-stricken X.U. Muskies, the guard house was completely
demolished by what X.U. officials
termed as " . . . either an enraged religious fanatic, or a failing business student."
Officials have decided a tuition hike to
repair the damaged guard house
would be unfeasible. Hence, this enduring monument is only a memory.

Melanie Mirande

Congratulations; Best Wishes
And
Good Lucic In Aii Your Future Endeavors
Love Your Very Proud Family
Mom, Dad, Kevin, Tim & Mary Jo
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Norwood Cafe — Hose IVIonsters

The Place That's Fit To Eat
But Much Better To Drink

NORW
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631-1681
3765 Mont.

CAFE

The Heart Of Norwood

81-82
Softb<a Chanyis
(0-3)
Kevin Murphy
Tom Brown
Jim Pesto
John Phelan
Jon Ferrari
Mike Fortin
John Drummonds
Tim Dwyer
Denny McCoy
Dan Braun
Joe Bloom
Mike Wicktora

156/MAGAZINE

The Xavier University Alumni AssodoHon

Offers Congratulations
TO
THE CLASS OF 1982!
*

BEST WISHES AND WELCOME
TO YOUR
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
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stones Lanes — Kfth Ttwd — Hasscm

Compliments
Of A
Friend

STONES
Bowling Lanes
28 Lanes

the

One Account
Plus

3746 Montgomery
731-7300

THIRD BANK

Kevin Fagedes

We Are Proud Of You!
Go Get Them
Mom & Dad, Jenny &
James

Dear Kathy,
Congratulations and our fondest wishes
for a successful future. This spring
graduation will culminate four years of
very hard work, and we cannot begin to
express how proud we are of you.
With God's help we know your
achievements will reward you with the
happiness you deserve.
Love,
Mom and Dad
158/MAGAZINE

Volkswagen

3813 Montgomery

The only bink you'll ever need

• Service M«rk owned by Fiflh Tnira Bank
A£inh Third Bank 1961 Member F 0 I C Federal Reserve System

®
531-5500

Earn interest on every
dollar you keep on
deposit and get ten
additional services for
one low monthly fee.

SBFiilh

HASSAN
MOTORS
INC.

Dave Gunderman

Best Wishes
Dave

Congratulations
Roger
iVIom & Dad

m
DANA'S — LAROSA'S

Where Do All The Students Go
When They're Up Or Feeling Low
The Only Place On Campus Fit To Think
is The Bar Wiiere All Xavier Meets To

DANA GARDENS
1832 Dana Avenue
631-9495

Hyde Pork
LaRosa's
Salutes
The Class
Of
'82

Across From
Busken's Bakery
2684 Madison Rd.

321-2333

Dine In Or Carry-Out
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FRANKB4 AND DAVIS VISIT X.U.
The popular comedy duo of Tom
Franken and Al Davis made their presence known at Xavier University this
year. These cut-ups provoked intense
laughter with their uproarous hi-jinks
and snide low-key humor, providing
essential comic relief for a receptive
student body.

Sandy Schroeder

Congratulations on a magnificent
four years. We are very proud of
you and your great achievements.
We pray that your future will be very
successful and rewarding since
you've been blessed with talents
that can be shared with others.

Franken and Davis, formerly of NBC's
"Saturday Night Live", have continued
to tour as a team, while directing various comic ventures on their own. At
Xavier University, the pair demonstrated why audiences so wildly receive
them, blending local humor with serious
force. Franken and Davis entertained
their rapt Xavier audience with stories
about their work on "Saturday Night
Uve", discussions about the faltering
economy, and the pitfalls of living in
Norwood.
Later in the evening, Franken and Davis mode an obligatory visit to the
famed Xavier nightspot. Dona Gardens. Here the two desperately tried
to pick-up numerous Xavier co-eds,
but failed miserably. Franken and Davis
exited Dona's empty-handed, but left
X.U. with a campus full of fans.

Diane Coviello

Dear Diane,

Congratulations
From,
Mom, Dad, Karen, Jim
The Elines, The Monroes
And Me!
Your Faithful Pal,
Brandy Coviello
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Only Provident Bank's IRA offers...
T-Bill auction rates
plus a full percent
more!
LOW INITIAL
riAL
CONTRIBUTION
mON
Compare Provident's
Individual Retirement
Account advantages:

• TAX DEFERRAL!
Money you set aside in
your IRA will not be taxed
currently. The amount you
contribute to your IRA
reduces your gross income
for Federal and State
purposes.

• OUR VARIABLE RATE

1^

IJ

A VERY low minimum
opens your Provident
IRA.. .and we waive it for
groups of 10 or more. No
minimum on additional
contributions, either.
• ADDITIONAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
AUTOMATICALLY!
Add to your IRA
automatically through
payroll deductions (if your
employer's payroll system
has the capability).. .or
through automatic
deductions from your
Provident checking or
savings account.

plan gives you an interest
rate equivalent to the
high-yield Money Market
rate with a 1 '/2-year term
and automatic renewal
every I Vi years.

ALL your money goes into
your IRA!

• OUR FIXED RATE
plan offers an interest rate
that is fixed at the time you
set up your IRA, and maturity
after either 1 '/2 or 3 years.

• SEMI-ANNUAL
STATEMENTS
will be mailed to you,
showing the growth of
your IRA.

Everyone with any income
from full time or part time
occupations is now
permitted to open
Individual Retirement
Accounts. What's more,
spouses may also set
up IRA accounts.
You owe it to yourself to
explore this tax-saving way
to save for retirement.
Stop in or telephone any
Provident Office for further
information.
FREE GIFTS.. .your
choice.. .when you set up
your IRA at Provident.
Retail values over $20!

• NO "FRONT END" FEES!

Provident Bonk
THE PREMIUM BANK

THF PROVIOf NT BANK • A Subsidiary o( Prondenl Bancofp Im • One F^M Fourth Street • Cincinnati Ohio 1^202 • S H STM-POOfl • Member FDIC • l 2 j Equal Housing Lender • Equal Opportunity Employer • •'Copyright l<)«l
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TERWILUGER'S
&

LUXEMBOURG
Extends It's Best
To The Class Of

1982
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BaUSHI DEAD AT AGE 33
Then, in 1978, Belushi appeared as
the grotesque fraternity pig in National Lampoon's Animal House.
The low-budgeted film became an
instant hit, and Belushi's bizarre
screen antics made his name a
household word.
Belushi, the free spirited, wreckless
lunatic went on to pursue a fantastically successful movie career after
leaving the oppressive world of TV.
Belushi's creative juices could freely
overflow, and uproarious classics
like 1941 and The Blues Brothers
demonstrated Belushi to be the
comic phenomenon of the '80's. Belushi was a proven product with a
priceless future.

Late in 1975, an overweight, perspiring
comic exploded into the limelight on a
late-night maverick television show.
The show, "Saturday Night Live" rocketed John Belushi in a meteoric rise to
tame, a fame he couldn't escape, a
fame which would eventually kill him.

Born in 1949, the irreverently funny Belushi was only 25 years old when he
broke into TV on NBC's radical comedy experiment, "Saturday Night
Live." It was on "SNL" that Belushi's
comic genius shined — his development and range of characters placed
him in a league far and beyond those
of his co-workers.

But all was for naught. Belushi had a
tendancy towards hard drinking
and fast living. A fatal combination
of downers, cocaine, and alcohol
ended Belushi's career. Belushi's
tragic death at the age of 33 was
saddening and disgusting, his was
an inspired madness so needlessly
destroyed. The man is dead but not
his humor. Thank you, John Belushi,
we mourn for you.

2x4
Hoogies
Chicken
Fish
Ribs
And fAore
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IMAGING SUPPLIES CO.

IMAGING SUPPLIES

CO.
Specializing In Data Processing
Supplies
793-5366
Vincent C. Caruso

Eileen,
In the years ahead, your experiences at Xavier will positively affect many friends and
associates in whatever endeavor you may
choose. Don't forget those experiences, but
now maximize your aspirations and ''make a
difference"
Your family loves you and we are very proud
of you l e e n — You've come a long way
from Philadelphia's 20th street. Congratulations and much success to you.
Love,
Mom 8c Dad
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CHANGING OF THE GUARD
This year marks the changing of the
guard at Xavier University. After ten
years of service to the university,
nine of those years as president.
Reverend Robert W. Mulligan, S.J.
will retire from the office.
Under his leadership, Xavier has
grown in size, in number, and in stature in the community and the country, yet it has retained its traditions
and its unique spirit which make it a
challenging, caring campus.
Father Mulligan is praised for his ability to bring financial stability to Xavier. Since his presidency, the budget
has been balanced every year.
Xavier's enrollment rose 22% during
Father Mulligan's years. This year
there is a record-breaking number
of 7336 students.
Thank you. Father Mulligan, for ten
years of dedication, love, and leadership! Xavier will miss you.

Rick Rochester

Congratulations
And Good Luck On
Your Future
Endeavors
Love,
Dad & Mom

Joe Riestenberg
That's My Boy!
That's Your Son.
Congratulations!
Joan And Ray

Congratulations, Robert
Chuck Catania
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Dad,
Mom
And
Ann

Chuck,
Congratulations And
Best Wishes For Continued
Success In The Future
Mom & Dad

^jdJ^i.7k^^ /

We never
forgot what a
restaurant
ought to be!

BIG BOY

A aHHIl
Robert L. Kistner
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^7he 1981-82 3-East Husman
'Thundering Herd' Would Like to
Commend Our Wonderful Student
Development Staff (Excluding Mr.
Moller) On a Very, Very, Very Fine
Job Done This Year When Dealing
With Searches and Keg Policy."
166/MAGAZINE

WELCOME FATHBl CURRIE
Reverend Charles L. Currie, S.J. is
the 31st president of Xavier University. He comes to the office
well qualified.

Father Currie, age 60, has chaired the
committee on management and planning of the National Catholic Education
Association. He has been president of the
West Virginia Association of Private Colleges, president of the West Virginia Association of College and University Presidents, and executive committe member
of the Association of Jesuit Colleges and
Universities. He served on Xavier University's board of trustees since 1978.

Before taking the office, he
served as president of Wheeling
College for ten years and revitalized the institution despite financial and enrollment difficulties.
Under his tenure. Wheeling College increased its enrollment, the
number of undergraduate de- We wish you well Fr. Currie.
gree programs and its service to
the community. It became fiscally
secure.

LUDBCE
GALLERY
7781 Cooper Rood
Montgomery 45242
984-4721

Mimsie Trausch

CUSTOM FRAMING
LEASING
Home Or Office
Consultation

Third Time's
A Charm
Julie Trausch '74
Mark Trausch '78
Mimsie Trausch '82

The
X.U. Bookstore
Wishes
The Class Of 1982
Good Luck
MAGAZINE/167

YEARBOOK OVERCOMES OBSTACLES
"Is there going to be a 1982 Yearbook?" was a question frequently
asked of the 1981-1982 Yearbook
staff. An all out effort went into raising
money to fund this book, as the staff
fixed care packages during exam
week, sold books, and canvassed local businesses selling ads. All this was
due to the budget cut which hit the
yearbook this year. University funds
amounted to a mere $300, as compared to $5800 for 1980-1981. Through
dedication by the staff, money was
raised.
Financial problems having been
solved, the staff poured their talents
into the production aspect of the Musketeer. Pictures were taken, developed, cropped. Layouts were drawn
and copy written. The months raced
until final deadline; June 28, 1982. As
the clock ticks toward 5:00 and the
postoffice starts to lock the doors, every page is carefully placed in the envelopes for mailing. Mentally drained,
emotionally tortured, and physically
depleted, the staff now seeks the only
possible outlet for the frustrations of
the year . . . a cold beer. So here's

your 1982 Musketeer staff saying
"CHEERS! and enjoy the book because
we busted our buns getting it to
you!!!"
I would like to extend special thanks
to:
Anna Nerone
Dave Roth
Cheryl Monce
Chuck High
Barry Benkert
Dan Dell
Michelle Morris
Pam DeCamp
Greg Claycomb
Sue Tettlebach
Ann Zimmerman
John Wasiniack
Brian Grismore
Rob Hengelbrock
John Murphy
Tom Norman
Mary Barrows
and everyone with enough courage to buy a yearbook.
Thanks again.
Cliff Diehl

>

Special Thanks
To
Ed Hengelbrock
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X.U. student Government
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Wisiies

Good Luck
To

Tiie Class Of 1982
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As file 81'82 sciiool year draws to a dose
we find time to pause, to refiect and to
anaiyze wtiere we have been and wiiere we
are going. Some of us wiii be returning
to tiie campuses of Xavier and Edgeciiff
to meet aid friends and malce new, to
share good times and bad. Others wiii
now use what they have gained here as
they enter the iarger world to expiore^

PLORE.
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In time comes the realization
that our XU education becomes
one of life's permanent

fi/kttures.
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